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course,, fine taste in food and wine. Your kindness and friendship will always be 
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Too my partners in crime, the paranimfen; yes-we managed to fool them all; 

 Marco Schwarz, for opening wide the doors of Hotel Schwarz, where the love 
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 Coen Hurkmans, for demonstrating that it is possible to keep one's sanity, de-
spitee looming deadlines and countless revisions, and that Dutch food, despite 
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Too my co-authors; Eugene, Lambert, and Marcel, my sincere thanks for all your help. 

Too my collegues back in the Great White North; Bob, Matt, and Cindy, my heartfelt 
thankss for all your encouragement. 

Too my family; Gabriel, Christine, Byoung, mom, and dad, my profound thanks for all 
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